
28 December 1972

Toi Bush 
Front Ken Wise

Have written Mr. Gross in Spain ret 29 January meeting.

2) Thank you so much for your efforts on Dr. Bessnertnyck. Because 
Creighton University will be on Spring break March $-10, I hope he 
can come in the week or two prior to that, or else mid-March.

3) Report on November meeting with Z. Nagoraki. Attendancet 23.
His thesis, that the U.S. is being tested in both will and intellect in 
its relations with Bast and West Europe, evolved in varigated ways... 
jultinational corporations and their political implications, pluses 
and minuses of our advocacy of a united Europe, obligations and 
interests of the U.S. in the security arrangements of Europe. His 
assuming the role of a citizen of Eastern Europe for a moraait and then 
evaluating the U.S. and USSR from that perspective was refreshing and 
something no speaker in Omaha has done recently. The followup discussion 
moved too fast for me to keep track of the questions. From ray record of 
the answers I find the discussion of East Europe pervading. I was intri
gued by his hint of the utility of an international means of regulating
the growth and operations ultinational corporations

The afternoon I spent with "lyggie" (?) including lundhing with a 
former acquaintance of his, a manager of a local steak house) an over
view of the Omaha stockyards in the bitter cold, and a short tour of 
the city. He planted seeds of ways awareness of foreign affairs can be 
increased in Omaha, seeds that I hope to help along in a January meeting 
with our Executive Committee.
k )  Report on December meeting with Jack Perry. Attendance: 2$ (including 
three guest*. Three times, prior to his taking the floor, Jack had asked 
me, one way or another, whether the session would be off the record and 
whether there were any news media persons present. As I always do, of 
course, I assured him it was closed; and there also happened to be none of 
our media persons present. He said he was concerned because he wanted to 
hit Kissinger pretty hard without being quoted. Instead of the announced 
topic, he did a "Projection of Nixon’s Next Four Tears: Power v. Cooperation. 
He had cleared this with me and the Chairman, on the condition that he also 
reflect upon some of his personal experiences on the negotiating front. This
he did.

For those members who attended byth the Nagoraki and the Perry meetings, 
a great buffet of projections, propositions, cautions, and dreams was laid. 
Perry was especially critical of the White House cutting out Congress, State 
Department, and the American Public (debate) of foreign policy. He pleaded



for the growth in the U.S. of a Civil Service like Britain's, .waning that 
it should have the trust of the chief executive. He described the USSR 
as following the hard (ideological) line at home, but as being increasing y 
liberal (pragmatic) in trade questions; they need U.S. technology and
tinue to worry about war with us Questions tended to follow one another
iu logical order during the discussion period; to me this is an index 
group's having been given an integrated message with enough seat to keep them
interested and going__________________ Many questions came about the natuee of liaison
tween*the'*White°Hou8e and State Department, about comparisons between tl 
role of public opinion in the USSR and in the US in re foreign policy, ‘ 
the meaning of treaties to the USSR and the USSR's style in negotiating 
While the evening ehded somewhat early, Committee members seemed^to Jiave
felt rewarded We had a number of new members so I had difficulty guaging
their response

The only way< ) General comments about the Omaha Committee this season. ___
attendance is holding up is through our having taken in about 15 ««w members 
this fall. Of the three women, only one has been regular. One older 
member now thinks since women are present he can bring his wire, Which we 
have disallowed and he seems (so far) to have accepted. Another member 
misunderstood the presents of women and in inviting a guest,als°invited 
the guest's wife. Finally,(and I don't think this is related to presence 
of women) our discussions so far this fall seem to have been lukewarm; 
members were impressed by being addressed by an aristocraticambassaor 
(Khan) and personally involved in the discussions by "men who have been 
there" with Nagorski and Perry. But no speaker yet has really «*cite 
the audience. Perhpps this is just as well; perhaps is it a condition 
the whole country is experiencing# perhaps it's just a lull such aswe 
had out here in 1968-69; perhaps it is the number of (percentage of) new
members at the meetings.

Hope you had very pleasant holidays, Bush.


